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Abstract
In this paper we present an integrated replacement analysis and production-planning
model. Specifically, we combine a parallel replacement model, which determines optimal keep
and replace decision for groups ofassets, and a capacitated lot-sizing model, which determines
periodic production and inventory quantities. Difficulties arise in combining these two models
due to the difference in the frequency with which the two decisions are made. Replacement
problems are generally solved over long horizons while production planning can be short term.
Complications are also due to the fact that the lot-sizing model utilizes the capacity ofthe entire
system, which is dynamically determined by the replacement problem. Algorithmically, the
model is challenging because both models are traditionally solved with integer programming.
Their combination leads to a larger integer program, which is hard to solve. Cutting planes are
shown to be valid for this model. These cutting planes, as it will be shown in the paper, are an
extremely efficient way improving bounds from the linear programs. This is very important
when solving large problems because most integer programs are extremely difficult to solve.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Replacement Analysis
The motivation for developing an.asset replacement policy is that assets, as they age, lose
economic value due to either obsolescence or deterioration. Obsolescence is external" to the asset
and is typically a result oftechnological innovation within the market. Deterioration is a result of
the inefficiencies ofused equipment. Therefore, adhering to strict replacement policies can reduce
manufacturing costs in capital-intensive enterprises by taking advantage ofstate-of-the-art
technologies and eliminating excessive rework caused by old, inefficient machinery. Each
replacement decision must determine whether it is financially beneficial to keep or replace an
asset at the beginning (or, equivalently at the end) ofa period. The decision is made based on the
future expected costs ofeach possibility. The decision to "keep" an asset will lead to operating
and maintenance (0 and M) costs in the upcoming period, whereas the decision to "replace" an
asset will result in the purchase price ofthe new asset and a salvage revenue for the outgoing
asset.
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Asset replacement analysis is typically split into two categories, namely serial and
parallel replacement analysis. Serial replacement analysis deals with economically independent
assets over some period oftime. Replacements can be determined for each ofthese assets
independently. On the other hand, in parallel replacement analysis, assets are linked by
economies ofscale or budget control. These economic interdependencies complicate the analysis
because costs are no longer linear with respect to the number ofassets (no longer constant returns
to scale). Hartman and Lohmann [4] comment on these economic interdependencies and state
that economies of scale may exist when purchasing new assets, which motivate large quantity
purchases. However, diseconomies of sc~lemay exist with respect to maintenance costs because
assets ofthe same age tend to deteriorate at a similar rate and ultimately fail at the same time.
The problem that is studied in this paper is a parallel replacement problem.
The traditional approach to solving equipment replacement problems is to write out the
cash flows for each decision and determine the economic life ofan asset. The asset should be
replaced every time it reaches its economic life. However, this technique requires that caSh flows
be static, thus oblivious to technological change and repeatable. The first ofthese assumptions is
restrictive because repla~ement decisions are actually dynamic in nature and should be able to be
made easily in any given period. To evaluate a separate keep or replace decision each period
requires a more sophisticated model such as dynamic programming. The second assumption
regarding technological change means that the decision does not recognize any "new arrivals" in
the field, which can be dangerously close-minded. For example, creating a replacement problem
for a personal computer in 1983 with a ten-year horizon without regard to new technologies
would obviously have been detrimental to a firm's competitiveness. Finally, assuming
repeatability is very limiting and unrealistic. It requires constant costs throughout the horizon,
and might require that the firm buy used assets in order to accurately "repeat" the cash flow.
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Integer programming is a valuable tooUn solving replacement analysis problems that
does not require the assumptions listed above to be true. Hartman [8] presents a deterministic
integer programming formulation, which will be used as a foundation for the replacement
analysis portion ofthe model presented in this paper. Hartman's model is explained more
thoroughly in the subsequent chapter.
1.2 Production Planning
The fundamental idea behind effective production planning is to minimize production
costs over time. Production costs include setup costs, holding costs, and the production cost per
item. Setup costs are incurred each time a production line is started from idle or there is a product
changeover. The holding cost is incurred each period that an item is held in inventory. Finally,
each time an item is produced, there is a "per item" cost that includes the cost of direct materials,
direct labor and manufacturing overhead.
The main tradeoffbetween the costs stated above is between setup costs and holding
costs. If setup costs are extremely high, then it is advantageous to produce for more than one
demand period at a time and hold the excess production in inventory. On the other hand, if
holding costs are high, a just-in-time system is more economical. Lot sizing theory can be used
to solve this planning problem. There are several different types oflot sizing models, such as the
EOQ Lot Sizing Method, the Silver-Meal Heuristic and the Wagner-Whitin Algorithm. The EOQ
Lot Sizing method uses the traditional EOQ model to determine the average production cost per
period based on the average demand rate, the holding cost rate and the setup cost. The Silver-
Meal Heuristic determines the average production cost per period based on the holding cost and
the setup cost as a function ofthe number ofperiods over which the order would span. The
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heuristic stops when the function becomes increasing, meaning a new lot should. be started. The
Silver-Meal and the EOQ models are both approximations, but the Silver-Meal Heuristic is .
slightly more accurate than EOQ when periodic demand has high variance.
The Wagner-Whitin Algorithm is preferred over both the Silver-Meal and the EOQ
models because it is guaranteed to yield an optimal solution for time-varying demand. The model
is based on a dynamic programming recursion. However, the algorithm can easily be
programmed with a computer and solved rather quickly. [Nahmias 346-350] Also, the Wagner-
Whitin Algorithm is more applicable to real problems since it can incorporate capacity
constraints.
Barany et al. [1] present a Mixed Integer Programming formulation for a capacitated lot-
sizing model. This model will be the basis for the production-planning portion of the model
presented in our paper. The capacitated lot-sizing model will be explained more extensively in
the next chapter.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This paper proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature in the fields of
replacement analysis and production planning. In this literature review section, we present the
two models that will be used as the basis for our integrated model. We also describe research in
the area ofcutting planes, which are used to improve the lower bounds produced by LP
relaxations. Chapter 3 will present the model and several variations on the model. We will
present the IP formulation and cuts for both the setup cost and the fixed ordering cost. Chapter 4
. will present the solutions obtained by solving a large problem using the integrated model and will
analyze the improvement gained by the addition ofthe cutting planes. Finally, Chapter 5 will
summarize the contributions made in this study and conclude with directions for further research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Replacement Analysis Literature
Vander Veen [13] was among the first to study parallel replacement analysis. In his PhD
dissertation at the University of Michigan, he uses mixed integer programming to solve what he
describes as the "very difficult" parallel replacement problem. He also suggests the use of
dynamic programming to solve the problem, but recognizes that this can get difficult when the
number of assets is large because ofthe large state-space. However, the mixed integer program
he presents in this paper can be used to solve small parallel replacement problems.
Hartman [6] expanded on Vander Veen's research and introduced the problem of
uncertain demand and asset utilization in an environment with two assets. Due to the stochastic
demand, capacity requirements will be different each period. Therefore, altering asset utilization
to reflect this demand variability in each period can significantly reduce overall capital
expenditures by operating all assets at maximum capacity only when necessary.
Hartman and Lohmann [4] present an integer program, which minimizes purchase,
operating, maintenance and salvage costs while meeting the required demand. Hartman and
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Lohmann [4] focused on homogenous assets that were replaced by new assets, replaced by leased
assets or rebuilt to extend their economic life. Rebuilding may be an attractive option if budget
constraints in the period make purchasing a new asset impossible or ifpurchase prices ofthe asset
are prohibitively high. This model can handle both capital and expense rationing constraints. It
is shown in their paper that the reason that this IP works quickly is that the network structure of
the formulation usually forces integer solutions for the LP relaxation. When the network is
comprised ofan integral number ofassets and an integral demand, the IP can be solved as an LP
that will yield integer solutions. However, it is also shown in this paper that when capital or
utilization information is included, the branch and bound method is still necessary.
Hartman [8] presents an int~ger-programming model for a deterministic parallel
replacement problem with a finite horizon that has fixed and variable costs, capital budgeting and
demand constraints. As in Hartman and Lohmann [4], the IP in this paper also has a relaxation
LP that is shown to have integer extreme points when the economies of scale binary variables are
fixed. The IP presented in Hartman [8] is the backbone of the replacement analysis portion ofthe
model presented in this paper.
Assets in Hartman [8] can either be used or stored in the beginning of each period and
then they are either kept or replaced at the end of each period. The allowance for asset storage is
important in an environment in which demand is stochastic and purchase costs are high.
Similarly, ifbudget constraints in a future period are tight, it may be necessary to purchase an
asset in the current period and store it until it is necessary in the future. These statements are
made with the assumption that the cost to store an asset is lower than the periodic 0 and M cost
for that asset.
The formulation in Hartman [8] is also shown to generalize the "no-splitting" rule
introduced by Jones, Zydiak and Hopp [10]. This rule states that assets ofthe same age must be
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replaced in the same period. Also, Harbnan [8] reiterates the "older cluster replacement rule,"
which states that it is optimal to replace an asset of age = i only if all assets ofage> i have
already been replaced. It should be noted that a "cluster" is defined as a group of assets of the
same age.
Hartman uses the following notation in the IP:
Decision Variables:
Bj = Number ofnew assets purchased at the end ofperiod}
0= Fixed Charge ofpurchasing a new asset (equal to 1 ifa purchase is made, 0
otherwise)
Xj = Number of i-period old assets in use during period} to}+1
Jij= Number of i-period old assets in storage during period} to}+1
Sij = Number ofi-period old assets salvaged at the end ofperiod}
The discounted costs are as follows:
pj = Purchase cost ofa new asset during period}
kj = Fixed cost for any asset purchased at the end ofperiod}
cij = 0 and M cost for an i-period old asset in use from period} to}+1
C'ij = Inventory cost for an i-period old asset in storage from period}to}+1
r,j"= Revenue for an i-period old asset salvaged during period}
Other relevant parameters are as follows:
IL = Number of i-period old asset available (in inventory) at time zero
dj = Number ofassets demanded from the end ofperiod} to}+1
Cj= Capital budget limit for period}
The IP formulation presented in Hartman [8] is shown below.
subject to:
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N-lLXii '? d j
i=O
'Vj E {O,l, ... ,T -I},
j E {O,l,..., T -I},i =0,
(2)
(3)
\;fi E {I,2,..., N}, j = 0, (4)
XCi-IXi-l) + Y(i-l)i-l) - X ij - 1';j - 8ii =° .'Vi E {I,2, ... ,n}, j E {I,2, ...T}, (5)
lc -k JB.~ j iZ.J P j J Vj E {O,l,..., T -I}, (6)
Xii == 0 'Vi,j = T and Vj,i = N
1';i == ° \;fi,j = T -l,T and \;fj,i = N -l,N
ZjE{O,l}
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Constraint (2) requires that demand be satisfied each period. Constraints (3) through (5)
are called "flow balance constraints" and ensure that the assets that enter each node also exit that
node in some form (see diagram). Constraint (6) is the capital budgeting constraint. Constraint
(7) provides that all assets are sold at the end ofthe study horizon (at time T in this case).
Constraint (8) provides that all assets are sold when they reach the maximum age, N. Constraints
(9) and (10) are nonnegativity and integer constraints.
The following network was also included in Harbnan's study and is a helpful depiction of
the behavior ofassets during the horizon. The arrows labeled Xii denote an asset that has been
used during a period, meaning it will age one period during periodj. The arrows labeled Sij are
for assets that are sold during the period and they are replaced by a new asset, which is shown by
the arrow pointing up towards the "age 1" node. The arrow labeled Boillustrates that the new
asset is purchased at the beginning ofthe period and used during the period. The Yif arrows
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represent an i-period old asset that is stored during period,}. This means that the asset is idle
during period j.
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Figure 2.1: Decision Node Diagram
Bethuyne [2] studied replacement under varying asset utilization and technological
change. Bethuyne contends that when the option ofvarying asset utilization is incorporated into
the model, the economic life ofan asset is not dependent solely on age, as it is when utilization is
assumed to be constant for each asset in each period. He also challenges the assumption of
homogeneous assets that is used in most early replacement analysis studies. He states that that as
technology continues to change throughout the horizon of replacement problems, the option to
replace assets with more technologically advanced assets should be incorporated into the model.
Jha [9] also studied the case of varying asset utilization. He presents an optimal asset
replacement schedule along with the periodic utilization schedule for each asset of some finite
horizon based on a stochastic dynamic programming (DP) model. Jha illustrates the exponential
growth in the state space that occurs with increases in the number ofassets or the number of
utilization levels. The model that Jha develops in this study is split into two stages. In the first
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stage, the replacement decision for the asset is made and in the second stage the demand is
allocated to the assets. Jha used approximations to reduce the state space.
2.2 Lot-Sizing Literature
The problem we present in this paper is a capacitated lot-sizing model, with the
possibility of increasing capacity by purchasing new assets. This means that the model is
capacitated, but the capacity is not constant. Barany et al [1] present a strong formulation for a
multi-item capacitated lot-sizing model that is the basis for the production-planning portion of
this paper. the model in Barany et al [1] is shown to solve problems with up to 20 items and 13
. -'
periods. Barany et al. use the following notation in their paper:
Xit = Production level of item i during period t
Sit = Stock level of item i during period t
Yit E {O, I} =Setup cost (1 ifa setup occurs, 0 otherwise)
dit = Demand for item i during period}
Pit = Storage of item i during period}
Cit = Production cost of item i during period}
fit = Setup cost of item i during period}
The model is set up as a mixed-integer program as follows:
1 T
~ IL(PitSit +CitXit + litY;t)
;=1 (=1
subject to:
(1)
Si.t_1 + Xit =d it + Sit
ILXit ~Lt Vt
i=1
Vi,y (2)
(3)
Vi,!
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(4)
Yit E {O,l} \/i,t
(5)
(6)
In the next chapter, we will use these two models to build the Replacement Analysis and
Production Planning model.
2.3 Literature on Setup Cost Cuts
Cutting planeshave been used successfully to solve lot-sizing problems. Nemhauser and
Wolsey [12] comment on cutting planes for the setup variable in an uncapacitated lot-sizing
problem. The setup variable equals 1 ifa setup occurs and 0 otherwise. However, in linear
programming formulations, these variables can come out with fractional values, which are not
feasible. Therefore, we apply cutting planes, which will help force the setup variable to be either
oor 1.
There is a separate set of"cuts" for each period. Each set encompasses every possible lot
sizing combination up to that period. For example, in the third period, the set of possible lot
sizing combinations are: 1) to produce in period one, 2) produce in period two, 3) produce in
period three, 4) produce in periods one and two, 5) produce in periods one and three, or 6)
produce in periods two and three. Since the cuts only include information regarding prior
periods, it is easier to start adding cuts from the beginning ofthe horizon and then add them until
all setup variables have binary values ofeither zero or one. It is also wise to add cuts starting
from the beginning ofthe horizon because each subsequent period will include more information
and thus the number ofcuts per period will increase. For example, the set ofcuts for period 10
will include more cuts than the set ofcuts for period 1because there are more lot-sizing
combinations in period 10 than in period 1.
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The theoretical justification ofthese cuts is as follows. Consider the following
proposition from Nemhauser and Wolsey [12]:
"For any 1 ~l ~T, L = f1, ... , I}, and C~L,
IL Yi ~ L <L dt)x i + Sl
ieG ieG t=i
is a valid inequality for [the uncapcitated lot-size problem]. "
and the proofthat follows:
.PROOF: Take anyfeasible solution 6', s, x) to (the uncapcitated lot-size
problem). lfXi = 0for all i 6 C, then Yi =,0 and (the proposition above) reduces
to s/~o. '"
Now suppose that Xi = 1for some i 6 C and let k = min fi 6 C: Xi = .J}. Hence Yi
= 0for all I 6 C with i < k and thus
I I I I
LYi ~LYt = Ldt+s/-Sk-1 ~Ldt+s/ ~L(Ldt)Xi+Sl
ieG t=k t=k . t=k ieG t=i
(since Xk = 1).
The proposition above leads to the following theorem:
"Theorem: The convex hull ofsolutions to (the uncapacitated lot-size model) is
given by the constraints s 6 RT, y6 RT, X6 RT, Xt ~1for all t, ST = 0, y/=d/+sj,
and St-l +Yt = dt + s,jor t = 2, ... , T and by the inequalities (in the proposition
above) for aliI and C # 0. "
This theorem proves that the lot-sizing problem can be solved to integrality with an LP.
2.4 Literature on Fixed Ordering Cuts
Cuttingplanes have also been used to solve the parallel"replacement problem with fixed
charges. Hartman [7) originally proposed these cuts in a lecture at the Fall 2000 INFORMS
Conference. One ofthese class ofcuts, termed "lower triangle cuts, " address fractional solutions
in early periods. The basis ofthis argument is most-easily explained with the use ofa visual aid.
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Figure 2.2 shows a hypothetical solution diagram. The cuts will be made in the lower left hand
comer ofth~ diagram, referred to as the "lower triangle." In order to explain these statements, we
begin by focusing on the diagonal set of arrows Xoo, XII, andX22 in Figure 2.2 and the triangle
underneath this line.
o
o
1
Asset
Age
2
3
1
Time Period
2 3
\
\
\
\
:
\
. \
\ \ X23\ .
\ \
S23 \ \
\ \ S\, :
\ \
S33~ \~
4
Figure 2.2 Flow Cover Inequalities
Since all assets that are sold at the end ofone period are immediately replaced at the
beginning ofthe next period, 810, 820 and 830 all feed into the (0, 0) node as new assets. These
assets are now grouped as Zin. There is the possibility that new assets are purchased during the
period, so Eo will also be included in Ztn for the (0, 0) node. Moving down the diagonal line
described by Xoo,XII and X22 we see that the arrows that exit the diagram from this line are 811 ,
822 and 833. These arrows will be grouped as Zout. We can then check to see if Zin > ZOUb in which
case we will apply a lower triangle cut ofthe general form:
14
Sij ~ nj.j *~i for all i >j
The cut is made for each fractional value for the fixed cost variable. The cut will force
this fixed cost variable, Z, to equal either 0 or 1. According to Hartman [7]; these cuts are valid
for cases with heterogeneous asset and non-decreasing demand. Since our model satisfies these
conditions, we can be confident that they will help force the integrality ofthe fixed cost variable,
Z, in our models. The cuts may also be generalized to other periods.
15
Chapter 3
Replacement Analysis and
Production Planning Model
3.1 Problem Definition
We consider the problem ofa company that must make periodic replacement decisions
on their assets as well as make periodic production planning decisions. The replacement
decisions will be based on the age of each asset and the costs associated with either using the
asset during a period or salvaging it and purchasing a new machine. The production planning
decision will be based on the production costs, the inventory holding costs and the setup costs.
The firm begins with a certain number ofassets and then, at each replacement decision
node, the firm must decide whether to keep the current machines, replace the current machines or
add to their capacity by purchasing new machines. It is assumed that assets have a maximum age
at which they must be replaced and it is further assumed that all assets are sold at the end ofthe
decision horizon.
16
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At the beginning ofeach production planning period the firm must decide how many
units to produce, how many units to use from inventory, how many units to store in inventory for
a later production period, and which cluster ofassets will be used to produce these units.
3.2 Notation
The following notation will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. For ease of
explanation, we will hereafter assume that replacement decisions are made "quarterly" and
production decisions are made "weekly."
The decision variables are as follows:
Xj =Number ofi-quarter old assets in use during quarter j
Sij =Number of i-quarter old assets sold during quarter j
Zj =Fixed ordering variable (equal to 1 ifthere is a purchase in quarter j, else
equal to 0)
Bj =Number ofassets purchased in quarter j
Iwj = Inventory during week wofquarter j
yWi = Setup variable (equal to 1ifthere is a setup in week wofquarter j, else
equal to 0)
LjWJ·= Number ofunits to produce on an i-quarter old asset, during week wof
quarter j (lot size)
The costs for the two decisions are as follows:
hWj =Holding cost per week w ofquarter j
fWj =Setup cost per week wofquarter j
pWJ' =Production cost per week wofquarter j
rj =Salvage value ofan i-quarter old asset
mj =Maintenance cost ofan i-quarter old asset
q =Purchase price ofa new asset
k =Fixed ordering cost
Other relevant parameters used in this problem are:
IW =Number of ''weeks'' per "quarter"
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N =Maximum age ofasset (in quarters)
T =Number ofquarters in decision horizon
dwj =Demand per week wof quarter j
c; =Number of i-quarter old assets at time zero
Io =Inventory at time zero
a =Capacity per asset
3.3 Integer Programming Formulation
Using the Integer Programming Model from Hartman [8] and the Capacitated Lot Sizing
Model from Barany et al. [1], we present the following model:
N-1 T-1 N T N-1 T-I T-1
min L L m;X if - L L rfS if + L L qB j + L kZ j
;=0 )=0 ;=1 j=O ;=0 j=O j=O
W-1T-1 W-IT-I N-1W-1T-I
+ L L hwjlwj +L L !WjYWj" + L L L pwjLiwj (1)
w=o j=O w=o j=O ;=0 w=o j=O
subject to:
N -I N-I
a *L X if ;;:: L Liwj
;=0 ;=0
N
XOj=:LS;j+B j
i=1
'if w = O..W - 1,1 = o.. r - 1
V1 =o..r -1
(2)
(3)
XiO+SiO-C;=O Vi=l..N-l
X" 1 " 1 - X"" - S"" =0 Vi = l..N -1, J' = l..T -11- ,}- lJ lJ
X N-I,j-I - SNj = 0, Vj = l..T
Xi-I,T-I - SiT = 0 Vi = l..N
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
W-I T-I W-I
X OJ - (L d ij + L L d Ib) *Z j ~ 0 Vj = O..T -1, W = O..W "-I (9)
I=w b=j+1 1=0
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N-I
10 + 'L LiOO - d oo - 100 = 0
;=0
(10)
N-I
IW_I.j_I+'LL;oj-doj-Ioj=O "Ij=I ..T-I,w=1..W-I (11)
;=0
N-I
I w-I.j + 'LL;wj - dwj - I wj = 0 "Ij = O..T -1,w = l..W -1 (12)
i=O
W-I T-I W-I N-I
(Idij+ I Id1b)*Ywj ~ILiwj "Ij=O ..T-I,w=O ..W-I (13)
I=w b=j+1 1=0 i=O
N-I
d wj *Ywj + I wj ~ 'L Liwj
i=O
"Iw = O..W - 1, j = O..T - 1 (14 )
(15 )
(16)
The objective function (1) minimizes the overall system costs by accounting for operating
costs, the salvage revenue ofthe asset, the purchase price ofa new asset, the fixed ordering cost,
holding costs for items in inventory, a production setup cost, and the production cost per unit.
Constraint (2) ensures that capacity ineach period is sufficient to cover the recommended
production level. The next"constraints (3) - (8) are flow balance constraints that ensure that the
assets that flow into each node also flow out ofthat node by either being used or being sold (see
explanation of Figure 2.1).. Specifically, Constrain~ (3) requires that we sell each asset at the end
ofa period and buy it back during the next period. Constraint (4) ensures that during the first
period, each i-period old asset we own at time zero is either used or sold during the first period.
Constraint (5) states that we will sell the N-period old assets in inventory at time zero
immediately since N is the maximum age for assets. Constraint (6) requires that each asset is
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either used or stored at the end ofeach period. Constraints (7) and (8) handle the end conditions
at age N or time T, at which point all assets must be sold. .
Constraint (9) accounts for the fixed charge ofZj, which is incurred each time a new asset
is purchased. This variable will equal 1 if an asset is purchased during period} or 0 ifan asset is
not purchased during period}. Constraint (10) requIres that the initial inventory and production
during period zero are sufficient to meet the demand in time zero and the required inventory at
the end oftime zero. Constraints (11) and (12) are similar to Constraint (10), however they apply
to the first week in each period and each week of each period, respectively. Constraints (13) and
(14) account for the setup cost, YlIj, which is incurred during each period that items are produced.
This variable will equal 1 if items are being produced during week w in period} and will equal 0
otherwise. Constraints (15) and (16) are the integer and binary conditions, respectively.
3.4 Setup Cost Cuts
We will add cutting planes, as suggested by Nemhauser and Wolsey [11], which will help
to force the Ywj variable to be integer. The basic model will remain the same as described above
with the cuts added to the end ofthe existing model. It should be obvious that the Ywj variable
will not be restricted to binary values in this model. The constraints can be generalized as
follows:
For any 1 svsT, V=(1, ... ,v)andC~ V;
vL L i ~ L (L d j )Y i + I v
ie C ie C j= j
We assume that initial inventory equals zero, so we must always produce in the first
period. This means that Yoo =1. This will eliminate several choices from each possible set of
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cuts. The first set ofcuts, which accounts for the lot-sizing possibilities in week 2 ofquarter 0
(denoted [2, 0]) is:
N-l
L(L;lO +Lao ) 5: (dlO +d20 ) *Y;o +d20 *Y20 +120
i=O
This constraint means that the demand for periods [1,0] and [2,0] can be produced
together in one lot with the e~oduction stored in inventory.
The second set ofcuts is:
N-I
2)LilO +Li30 ) ~ (dlO +d20 +d30 ) *1';0 +d30 *Y30 +130
i=O
N-I
L(Li20 +Li3o ) ~ (d20 +d30 )*Y20 +d30 *Y30 +130
i=O
N-I
L(Lno +Li20 +Li3o ) ~(dlO +d20 +d30 ) *1';0 +(d20 +d30 )*Y20 +d30 *Y30 +130
i=O
The constraints above are added to the first set ofconstraints and detail each lot-sizing
possibility for period [3,0]. Specifically, the choices are: 1) produce in periods [1,0] and [3,0], 2)
produce in periods [2,0] and [3,0], or finally, 3) produce in periods [1,0], [2,0] and [3,0].
The third set ofcuts is:
N-I
L(Lilo +Li20 ) ~ (dlo +d20 +d30 +dol )*YIO +(d20 +d30 +dol )*Y20 +101
i=O
N-I
L (Lilo +Li30 ) ~ (dlO +d20 +d30 +dOl) *1';0 +(d30 +dOl) *Y30 +101
i=O
N-I
L(Lilo +LiOI)~(dlO +d20 +d30 +dOI ) *1';0 + dOl *YOI +10)
i=O
N-I
L (Li20 +Li30 ) ~ (d20 +d30 +dOl) *Y20 +(d30 +dOl) *Y30 +10)
i=O
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N-I
L(LiZO +LiOI ) 5. (d20 +d30 + dOl ) *Yzo + dOl *YOI + /0)
i=O
N-II (Li30 + LiOI ) 5. (d30 + dOl) *Y30 + dOl *YOI + /01
i=O
N-I
L (Lno + LiZO + Li3o ) ~ (dlO + dzo + d30 + dOl) *r;o + (dzo + d30 + dOl) *Y20
i=O
N-I
L (LilO + Lizo + Liol ) 5. (dlO + dzo + d30 + dOl) *1';0 + (dzo + d30 + dOl) *Yzo
i=O
+dOl *YOI + /01
N-I
L (L i20 + Li30 + LiOI ) ~ (dzo + d30 + dOl) *Yzo + (d30 + dOl) *Y30
i=O
N-I
L (Lno + LiZO + Li30 + Liol ) ~ (dlO + dzo + d30 + dOl) *1';0 + (dzo + d30 + dOl) *Yzo
i=O
The final set is every combination for week 0 ofquarter 1 (this is the fourth period of our
problem). For each problem, the solution from the general LP should be solved and then cuts
should be added for each period in which there is a fractional Ywi value, starting from the earliest
such period. These cuts can be added at the beginning or dynamically.
3.5 Fixed Ordering Charge Cuts
For this model we will add the lower triangle cuts to the existing model, as explained by
Hartman [7]. These cuts can be generalized in the following way:
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This constraint ensures that the maximum number ofassets ofage, i, that are sold during -
a given period is less than the number ofassets of age, i, that were initially owned by the
company. As explained in Figure 2.2, we travel down a diagonal line, thus creating a triangle in
the lower left-hand comer ofthe solution diagram, because assets ofage, i, at the beginning ofthe
horizon will age until they are sold. However, this constraint also assumes that every time an
asset is sold, another asset is purchased to replace it. This means that the capacity ofthe system
will never decrease. Due to the nature ofour problem (non-decreasing demand), it is a feasible
solution to buy a huge cluster ofassets at time zero and produce for every demand period and
then sell the assets at time 1and supply from inventory for the remainder ofthe horizon. This
possibility would invalidate the assumption that capacity will not decrease. Therefore, we will
illustrate that the cuts are effective for our problem, but we note that this will not always be true.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Design ofExperiment
In order to illustrate the feasibility ofthe model presented in this paper, we solve a large
example problem and analyze the objective values, the run time, and the computational
complexity ofseveral different versions ofthe model. The purpose of comparing the objective
values for each version is to quantify the usefulness and effectiveness ofthe cuts that have been
discussed. The LP will yield the lower bound solution but will not, except in very rare instances,
provide a feasible, integer solution. However, the LP is very easy to solve. The IP and MIP
formulations will yield optimal solutions, but are very difficult to solve. They both require
significant computational effort and are extremely complex. Solving these models will not be
practical for most realistic purposes. Therefore, the cuts proposed in this paper will bridge the
gap between these two extremes by combining the computational ease ofa linear program with
the accuracy of an integer program.
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4.2 Example Problem
The following problem will be solved using each version ofthe integrated model. The
problem covers 20 replacement periods, or "quarters," each with 4 production-planning periods,
or "weeks." The maximum age for each asset is 25 quarters. Demand is constant at 500 units per
week. The ~lOlding cost is also constant at $5 per week. The setup cost is set to $10,000,000,
which is extremely large in order to force the aggregation ofproduction lots and illustrate the
model. The production cost is $5 per item and increases by $0.10 per quarter. This increasing
cost will motivate asset replacement as the assets age and become more expensive due to
inefficiencies. The salvage values are set to $0 and the maintenance costs are constant at $50.
New assets cost $100 and there is a fixed ordering cost of$200. The fixed ordering cost implies
that there are economies of scale in purchasing, which would motivate bulk purchases. The
initial inv~ntory is set to 0 units. Each asset can produce a maximum of5 units per week.
Finally, it is assUmed that the company owns 97 assets at the beginning ofthe planning horizon.
These 97 assets are ofvarying ages, from 1to 24 quarters old.
In order to prove the benefit of integrating parallel replacement and production planning
into one model, we will solve the problem described above first using two independent models
and then using the integrated model.
4.3 Parallel Replacement Then Production Planning
Solution )
-
To solve the parallel replacement problem independently, we used the"IP model that
Hartman [8] developed. We solved this problem using AMPL, A Mathematical Programming
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Language, and the CPLEX 7.0.0 solver. In this section we will solve the parallel replacement
problem, then solve the production planning problem. The results ofthe parallel replacement
problem state that 94 assets should be purchased at time zero. These 94 assets plus 6 three-period
old assets are kept every period through the end ofthe horizon. The total cost ofthis replacement
schedule, using the costs stated in the example problem, is $107,700. Next we solve the
production-planning problem using the capacitated lot-sizing model described in Barany et al. [1].
With the capacity set at 100 assets (from the parallel replacement solution), the total cost for the
system is $800,248,000. Therefore, with the replacement problem and the production-planning
problem, the total system cost is $800,355,700. In the next section we will solve the production
planning problem then solve the parallel replacement problem.
4.4 Production Planning Then Parallel Replacement
Solution
As further illustration ofthe benefit ofour integrated model, we will solve the problem
again using two independent models. However, now we will solve the production planning
portion and then the parallel replacement portion. The parallel replacement problem will use the
periodic lot sizes determined by the production-planning problem. Solving the production-
planning model, we find that it is optimal to produce 40,000 units during the first week and
satisfy demand each subsequent period from inventory. This production schedule will cost
$18,100,000.
We solve the parallel replacement problem setting the demand during the first week to
40,000 units and the demand for every other week to zero. We find that it is optimal to purchase
7,903 new assets at the beginning ofthe first period and replace 7 other used assets. These 8000
assets are used during the first period and then sold at the end of the same period. This solution
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has a total cost of$20, 157,700. Therefore, the total system cost is $3'8,257,700. In the next
section we will show that the integrated model presented in this paper is superior to solving
independent models, regardless ofthe order in which the independent models are solved.
4.5 Integrated Model Results
The tables below show the objective value, the run time and the computational
complexity of each version ofthe integrated model. There are several different entries in the
figure for the Setup Cost cuts because the objective value changes each time an extra set of cuts is
included. As shown in Section 3.4, the number ofcuts increases exponentially as each additional
set ofcuts is added. If cuts were added for every fractional value of Ywj, the solution would be
integer and optimal, as proven in Nemhauser and Wolsey [12]. It is assumed that three sets are
sufficient to illustrate the effectiveness ofthe cuts. Clearly, a dynamic implementation ofthese
cuts is necessary for the method (and formulation) to be effective.
Vanatlon from
Model Objective Value Optimal Improvement Gap %
IP IMILP $37,857,700.00
- - -
LP $27,987,053.78 $9,870,646.22 - 26.0730%
Fixed'Charge Cuts $27,987,252.60 $9,870,447.40 $198.82 26.0725%
Setup Cost Cuts 1 $28,016,851.89 $9,840,848.11 $29,798.11 25.9943%
Setup Cost Cuts 2 $28,166,198.09 $9,691,501.91 $179,144.31 25.5998%
Setup Cost Cuts 3 $28,337,085.56 $9,520,614.44 $350,031.78 25.1484%
Both Cuts $28,337,283.34 $9,520,416.66 $350,229.56 25.1479%
Table 4.1 Objective Value Results
As can be seen in the table, the lower bound on the objective value is $27,987,053.78 and
.
the optimal solution is $37,857,700.00. It should be apparent that this solution is lower than
when the two models are used independently. This is an indication ofthe overall effectiveness of
the integrated model we presented in this paper.
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Also, Table 4.1 indicates the effectiveness ofadding cutting planes to the model. The
Fixed Charge cuts improve the objective value by about $200. The setup cost cuts are working to
increase the lower bound as well. By adding one set of cuts for the setup cost, we narrow the gap
by approximately $30,000. The next set ofcuts narrows the gap by another $150,000 and the
third set ofcuts narrows the gap by another $170,000. It should be clear that the cutting planes
are working to increase the lower bound solution.
The increase from the fixed ch.arge cuts is small compared to the incre~es gained from
the cuts on the setup cost variable, but that is directly related to the fact that the setup cost is
exorbitantly high in this model (again, it was set very large so as to motivate lot sizing). The
fixed ordering costs are not as high as the setup cost, so the cuts for this variable will not have as
dramatic an effect on the objective value.
Overall, the improvementgained from adding the cuts is extremely significant. The
lower bound was increased a total of$350,229 and the gap between the LP and the IP solutions
was decreased from 26.07% to 25.15%. Considering that we added only 3 sets ofcuts for the
setup variable out ofa possible 80 sets ofcuts (one for each "week" of each "quarter"), this
number seems reasonable and proves the effectiveness ofthe cuts proposed in this model.
Solution lime MIP Branch/Bound Simplex Iterations In
Model (seconds) Iterations Nodes Iterations Phase I
LP 5 NlA NlA 607 161
Setup Cost Cuts 1 5 NlA NlA 609 132
Setup Cost Cuts 2 5 NlA NlA 615 176
Setup Cost Cuts 3 5 NlA NlA 555 169
Fixed Charge Cuts 5 NlA NlA 822 193
Both Cuts 5 NlA NlA 904 254
MILP 9.01 1138 135 427 0
IP 14.95 1143 144 NlA NlA
Table 4.2 Solution Complexity
Table 4.2 describes the computational complexity of each model. As can be seen in the
table, the linear programs are all significantly easier to solve than the integer and mixed integer
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linear programs. However, even the IP and MIP are not overly difficult to solve for this instance.
This may not be the case for larger problems. Note that only the binary variables (Z, Y) need to
be forced integer, as the remaining variable will not be fractional in the optimal solution. Both
the MIP and the IP require the Branch and Bound method, which requires additional solution
time. Also, the solution time for the IP is almost three times as long for as that for the LPs.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Contributions
This paper has presented a model for solving replacement and production planning
problems simultaneously. The model is valid for a, deterministic, finite, single-item replacement
and production problem. The model was shown to solve a large, integrated, multi-period
problem. First, we illustrated the benefit of solving a problem using the integrated model as
opposed to two independent models. Second, we showed that while the IP will always yield an
optimal solution, applying cutting planes to the LP can significantly improve the LP relaxation
solution. Finally, we demonstrated that solving the LP relaxation problem with cutting planes is
significantly less complicated than solving an IP and requires much less time.
5.2 Directions for Future Research
As this is the first model incorporating the two managerial decisions of replacement
analysis and production planning, it is presumably the first ofmany such models. Future models
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should accommodate stochastic demand, an infinite horizon, budget constraints and varying asset
utilization, all of which apply to the replacement analysis portion ofthe model. There has been
significant research done on replacement analysis with stochastic demand, so incorporating those
findings into this basic model will improve its applicability. Similarly, replacement problems
with infmite horizon problems are preferred over finite horizon problems and are more realistic,
but more complex.
Budget constraints will limit the ability ofthe company to purchase large groups ofassets
at once, but are a crucial consideration for any company. Hartman [8] considers capital budget
constraints in an IP that is very similar to the one presented in this paper, which should make the
inclusion rather simple.
There has also been research done in the area of varying asset utilization, as mentioned in
the literature review chapter ofthis paper. This is a very important addition to the field of
replacement analysis, as it should be obvious that assets will deteriorate at different rates based on
the cumulative utilization ofthe asset. Using the research of Jha [9], Hartman [5] [6] and
Bethuyne [2], variable asset utilization could be incorporated into the models presented in this
paper.
We must also look at the existing literature in the field ofproduction planning and
inventory control. Some key concepts that were left out in this model were backlog costs and lost
sales costs. Backlogging and lost sales costs can seriously affect an inventory control model, but
were beyond the scope ofthis paper. Also, this paper assumed a single-item environment.
Barany et al. [1] upon which our model was based, accommodates up to 20 different items, so this
should be easily incorporated into the basic model. However, the cutting planes prescribed by
Nemhauser and Wolsey [12] assumed a single-item environment, so these would have to be
adjusted if multiple items were to be considered.
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